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Sixto Rodriguez . Cold Fact . Rodriguez . Coming From Reality. All of the music on the album was
recorded in one studio session with Rodriguez singing at the keyboards, guitar and drums. For his
second album, Rodriguez decamped to London at the request of producer . The impetus for the
move, according to Rodriguez, was a fear that his Detroit audience would get tired of the same old
song-and-dance routine. However, it was not until he attended a session at Sound Techniques, a club
in Hoxton Square, that he realized his mistake. The producer who was working with Rodriguez, Joe
Boyd, was in the live room mixing the track, and the eight-track machine was running full blast.
“When I went out to the door, there was a pile of guy’s shoes and jackets,” said Rodriguez. “My
question was, why have they all left?” . Rodriguez later recalled, “I loved what Joe Boyd and John
Surman were doing with my music, so I booked a session with them. I think we made four albums in
a week.” . A live recording of a number of Rodriguez’s original compositions was released as . Cold
Fact is the debut album from American singer-songwriter Rodriguez. It was released in the United
States on the Sussex label in March 1970. The album . Sixto Rodriguez-Cold Fact full album zip.
Artist Sixto Rodriguez. 1 x Vinyl, LP, Album, Unofficial Release - BLACK VINYL.. Rodriguez Cold
Fact, 12" Vinyl Picture disc Unplayed (2019). or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time. Defects should be more of a cosmetic nature, not affecting the actual
playback as a whole. Tracklist: 1. Sugar Man, 2. Only Good For Conversation, 3. Crucify Your Mind,
4. Establishment Blues, 5. Hate Street Dialogue, 6. Forget It, 7. Inner City Blues, 8. RODRIGUEZ -
Cold Fact - Amazon.com Music.. Sixto Rodriguez Format: Audio CD. The album is Cold Fact, and
what's more intriguing is that it's maker, . D!D “AL
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